Preface

\ Vhy \vrite a b (}(}k ab (}ut DNA ? 'l' he answer ,
presented in the next thirteen chapters , is that the story of I ) NA from
the time of its discovery in 1869 up t (} the solution of the genetic
code in the 1960s is one of the most fascinating of modern science .
Despite the efforts of many scientists , understanding of the chemical
structure and biological function of DNA evolved slowly and in many
unexpected ways . In fact , it has taken more than a century of work to
solve these problems , and often unexpected information
continues to
accumulate .
From the start of this century through the 1940s , I ) NA was generally
considered to be a small molecule made up of only four smaller
units termed nucleotides . It was also thought to be of only marginal
biological importance . Subsequent work showed that DNA was
actually one of the largest 0 f naturally occurring molecules , containing
many thousands of nucleotides , and that it was of the utmost
genetic significance . Ultimately , in 1953 , two young scientists James \ Vatson and Francis Crick - proposed a model for the physical
structure of DNA that so profoundly
altered man 's view of nature
that the eminent geneticist C . H . \ Vaddington described their work as
" certainly the greatest discovery in biology in this century ." I
Our intention has been to write a history of research on DNA
from its initial discovery through the present in which the later
discoveries are properly placed in perspective relative to the earlier
ones . \ Ve have tried t (} write an acc (}unt that is comprehensible
t (} the
general reader as well as to the professional scientist and historian of
SCIence.
The chemical structure and biological function of DNA encompass
subjects of a highly technical nature . Although we have tried to explain
all technical matters in the text , \ve have also assumed that the
reader has an elementary knowledge of chemistry and biology equivalent
to what is now taught in high schools . In order to present this
history , covering more than a century of scientific investigation in
a half dozen or more scientific disciplines , in an interesting and
readable fashion , we have found it necessary to sacrifice some details
that might be of interest only to the professional historian of science .
Unfortunately
,we have not been able to fully review the work of some
of the earlier chemists , such as Robert Feulgen and Ivor Bang . \ Ve have
also ch (}sen n(}t to c(}vcr certain areas in detail , notably the chemistry
of purines and pyrimidines , the structural work on nucleosides , and
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some of the later \vork on I{ N A . I Iowever , we have included work on
RNA and pr ()tein where we felt these to be directly relevant to the
main theme of DNA . In this sense, therefore , we have written neither
a totally detailed history nor a strictly academic one.
'[ \VOrecent bo ()ks by Joseph Fruton 2 and l{ obert Olby ,3 each in its
own way , perform these more intricate functions . Frut ()n's book ,
Alolecules and Lzje, is a general history of biochemistry and provides
a frame \vork into which the work on D~ A can be fitted . Olby 's book ,
The Path to the Double ilelix , concentrates on the research that used
Xray diffraction methods to solve problems of complex molecular
structure , in particular the structure of D~ A .
The organization of our b ()()k is based on the answer to a single
question : \ Vhy did it take more than a century of research before
scientists properly understood what DNA \vas and what it did
\vi thin the cell ? The book does not adhere to the point of vie\v of a
single scientific discipline but traces the problem across interrelated
subjects, mirroring actual development of the DNA field . DNA , by
this treatment , is shown to be not just an outstanding problem in the
history of biochemistry but one of importance to diverse fields such
as embryology , biophysics , organic chemistry , histology , physiologi cal chemistry , genetics, and so forth .
'[ he chapters , as far as possible , follow a chronological sequence in
the de\'elopment of ideas on DNA . \ \re have tried to present these
ideas as scientists at the time regarded them , rather than evaluating
them with hindsight . Our purpose is to show the important developments
in the area and their effect regardless of \vhether subsequent

events proved them to be in error . Our rationale is that this is the way
the field actually progressed, as do almost all areas of research, rather
than in a straight line from one substantiated observation to another .
\ \re have incorporated biographical material on each of the major
contributors to the work under discussion . Biographical details are important
in trying to determine why a certain scientist becomes the
first among his contemporaries to make a specific discovery , and to
\vhat extent the discovery is due to chance. Science has become much
more institutionalized in the past hundred years, yet some of these
factors may be just as pertinent to discovery in the twentieth century
as they were when Friedrich l\Iiescher discovered nuclein in 1869 .
\ \re hope these biographical details demonstrate that science is not a
purely abstract activity devoid of human relationships , but is rather a
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human

exercise

In order

in which

individuals

to authenticate

act

and

some aspects

interact

.

of the w ()rk on DNA

and to

provide a flav()r of the times , we ha\'e carried out inten 'ie\vs \vith a
number of participants in that work . I Iowever , we do not regard the
results of these conversations as necessarily representing the actual
c () urse

( ) f historical

events

. As

Saul

Benison

, the

eminent

historian

of

science, has said, " In an imp ()rtant sense oral history is misnamed .
\ \'hile it is true that the ()Rajhistorian helps to gather an oral memoir ,
it is equally true that this account is based on a written record .,,4 '[ 0
write an account of the history of DNA at this time is clearly n()t an
easy proposition . In Erwin Chargaff 's words , " It must be very difficult
as long as some of the witness es, with all their quirks , senilities
and dubious recollections are still alive ." s \ \Tehave, ()f course, attempted
to include original information wherever possible , as in the
use of some original German material on Friedrich I\liescher (chapter
1) , in one of the first extensive accounts of the history of the chemistry
()f DN A (chapters 4 and 9),6 in the discussion of the work of
Avery and his associates on genetic transformation by DNA (chapter
7),7 and in the description of the work on the genetic code (chapter
12).
One may legitimately ask if knowledge of how this subject developed
will in any way help those \vho continue research on molecular
genetics. \ \Tew ()uld only offer the comment that there is no indica ti ()n from this history that " scho()ls" or organized " campaigns" have
an increased chance ()f success in producing breakthroughs , since the
breakthroughs on DNA have come in such unpredictable and varied
circumstances

.

In a more general sense, kno \vledge of science and technology is
not essential to most people , and indeed many young pe()Pie today
reject science as too austere and rational for their tastes. I t is not
necessary to understand the laws of aerodynamics or the operation
of a jet engine to fly in an airplane , just as it is not necessary to understand
genetics or DNA to reproduce . Yet surely , of all man 's discoveries
since the Age of Reason, none should fascinate us more than the
endeavor

to understand

the mystery

of the basis of life .

